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Abstract: The common method used to gain fault tolerance is to include a redundancy to the
system. As an alternative to this form, we chose in this paper involvement of fault tolerance
directly to the system fundamental, without using the redundancy.
Introduction
The natural evolutionary processes have an tendency to produce individuals, which are
resistant to the small range genetic mutations. In some meaning is possible to consider the
genetic mutation as an fault come to the evolving inidividual. If this individual is resistant to
the mutation in a certain range, we can say that is fault tolerant. And just this knowledge we
used in our work. Genotyp (see below) of the control system is chosen, in order to the possible
fault touch to it like the genetic mutations. This technique of the fault tolerance we show on an
example of the autonomous vehicle control system. In our experiment simply two motors
autonomous vehicle simulator with three sensors was used.
Genetic algorithms
Genetic agorithm is robust algorithm for (blind) scanning of the state space. It come
out from the natural evolutionary processes and it is based on a free competition of some
individuals, which compose a population. Every individual is represented so called genotype,
what is the data structure directly determines a behavior of the individual (in our case it is an
automatic vehicle). Genetic algorithm consist in the cyclic application of the processes
(selection, crossing, mutation, and so called genetic operators) on the genotyp.
Selection operator evaluates every individual of the population with help fitness
function, and those individuals with the highest fitness function value are used in a new
population. Hence in the new population is more individuals with the higher fitness function
value then individuals with the lower fitness function value (they are more time copied).
At the application of the crossing operation are randomly chosen pairs of individuals,
which with a certain likehood (crossing likehood) interchange parts of their genotypes. Thus
from one pair of „parents“ arises one pair of „children“.
At the application of the mutation operation comes with a certain likehood (mutation
likehood) to randomly changes in the genotype.
Whole application cycle of the mentioned genetic operators is called a generation and it
is repeated, until the fitness value of one individual from the population oversteps certain, in
advance given level (the individual has optimal properties). This individual is then taken as a
result of the genetic algorithm.

The control system
The control system is a finite automat realized by the RAM memory (see Fig. 1). The
system behavior is determined by a content of the RAM memory. Hence the content of this
memory were chosen as the genotype, which is consequently created by the 64 triple bit values.

Fig. 1. The control system scheme.
Left, right and forward sensor give to the system information about obstacle distance in given
direction. If this distance is less than certain limit, gives the sensor logical 1, otherwise 0.
Logical values which are brought to the motors and their effect on vehicle moving shows the
tab.1.
Tab. 1. Effects of the motor make.
Left motor
Right motor
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
1

Their effect
standing without any moving
turn to the left by 30 degrees
turn to the right by 30 degrees
straight forward moving

Experiment
The importantes thing upon the genetic algrithm application for some problem is to
define the fitness function. For this purpose we have to know, what are we expect from
evolved individuals. In our case we want from the autonomous vehicle minimum conflict (none
conflict) with obstacles and walls between start and destination of the vehicle. The fitness value
of the evolving individual we compute by the formula

fitness 

a  LENGTH  b  GOAL
,
c  CONFLICTS

when a,b,c are real coefficients with empirical values. Variable „LENGTH“ characterizes
ending distance of the autonomous vehicle from its starting position. Variable „GOAL“ is
binary value that is 1 when goal position is reached and 0 when otherwise. Finally, variable
„CONFLICTS“ characterize number of wall or obstacle detections by sensors.

a)
b)
Fig. 2. Result of the adaptation a) before, b) after 42 generations.
Bearing of the best individual in the population after a creation of this population (in
our experiment with size of 10 individuals) and initialization of all genotypes (filling the RAM
memory by the random values) shows Fig. 2a. While fig. 2b shows the bearing of the best
individual in the population after 42 generations of the genetic algorithm.
The mutation operator was applicated in the way, that on a actually red address RAM
memory was inverted one randomly chosen bit. This random inversion is applicated sometimes
per one fitness evaluation. By the same way were in the control system (after his adaptation)
loaded faults. Since the initial conditions of the genetic algorithm are random (upon creating
every one individual is a content of his RAM memory filled by the randomly chosen values),
and the genetic operators turn up always only with certain probability, can the genetic
algorithm go to the several various results. It shows, that not every these results are as
resistant as against the faults. Fig. 3 shows some results of the adaptated control algorithm
(number of generations, percentage of inefficient faults end autonomous trajectory after
adaptation). To every of them was applicated randomly chosen 100 simple bit faults.
82 generations
66% faults inefficient

29 generations
43% faults inefficient

12 generations
74% faults inefficient

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 3. Results of the autonomous vehicle control system adaptation.
Over these results is writen percentage of all faults, which does not affect the behaviour
of the automatic vehicle by the meaningful manner (in the sense of the fill the task). Upon
certain results of the genetic algorithm is even 74% of the simple bit faults without meaningful
effect on the automatic vehicle (see fig. 3c).
Results
In this paper was explored a tolerance of the control system protection against faults. It
is (beside of a redundance loading) next possible access to the fault tolerance. In our
experiment gives genetic algorithm upon the several starts different results. A running of the
genetic algorithm is dependent on the many parameters.
In the future we try to combine both these accesses and (or) make genetic adaptation
for the parameters of the genetic algorithm. Hence the population of the control system would
only an individual in the population of the population.
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